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and their diaries throw a fierce and penetrating light upon
the Kaiser's character and the events of the time. But
whereas \Yddersce is inclined to judge everything from the
pietislic standpoint of Prussian (Conservatism, Kulenburg,
much more universal and enlightened, has his roots in
Prussiunism, but aspires to n, share in the common culture of
Western Europe und is also full of understanding for the
Unglish sympathies of the Kmperor Frederick and his wife,
lailenburg realised that the untimely death of Frederick was
bound to produce a tragic revolution in the life of Germany,
for now " the helm in the hand of \\ illiam II was swung from
east to west, from west to cast.'31 Very striking is his con-
fession : " I saw in the Umperor Frederick and his consort
the expression of a culture which was buried at the funeral
of the Kmperor Frederick. This culture also affected politics.
1 felt1 that with it: the destiny of Germany was completed:
the Kotisyssifw an dk Zcil was buried with Frederick/*
Anyone who had the opportunity to meet Prince liulenburg
when he stood at the height of his polit ical and social position
as Ambassador in Vienna must certainly admit with regret
that in those years such sentiments did not pass the lips of
the Emperor's most intimate friend and adviser, and may
perhaps not even have been born in his soul.   Only when,
fallen into disfavour, he contemplated in the perplexity of an
independent student of history the events of the last few
decades, did he become the panegyrist of the Emperor's
immediate forbears and adverse critic of the third generation
of that house.  No, in conversation with myself, for instance,
he always talked of the Kaiser in t crms of unctuous admiration.
Further, one did not realise in conversation with him that
touching the immediate past he had stood mentally mote on
the side of the anglophile father and English princess in the
opposition which existed between Bismarck, Bismarck's son
Herbert and Prince William, afterwards William II on the one
side, and the Emperor Frederick and his wife on the other.
There was no sign when, for instance, the conversation turned
to the Emperor s policy of increased naval armaments and the
challenge to England that it entailed, that Eulenburg might
have used his influence to cause wiser counsels to prevail,
having regard to those antagonisms  and  cross-currents
which were personified in William II and his paladins Biilow,

